InSinkErator® is celebrating its 80th anniversary and 80 million tons of food waste kept out of landfills*.

Food waste in landfills produces methane, a gas with a global warming potential greater than carbon dioxide 21x.

Did you know garbage disposals are an environmentally responsible option for keeping food waste out of landfills?

InSinkErator® garbage disposals grind tough food scraps into a slurry that flows through plumbing to wastewater treatment facilities equipped to handle the liquid and fine particles.

At capable facilities, food waste can be recycled as renewable energy and fertilizer.

The amount of food waste we have diverted from landfills is roughly equivalent to the weight of 1,000 ocean liners.

What can I put down the food waste disposal?

- Old food in the fridge
- UNEATEN FAST FOOD
- VEGETABLES/PEELS
- SMALL BONES
- LEFTOVERS
- ANY NON-FOOD ITEMS
- GREASE OIL